Oleta River State Park
Wedding/Vow Renewal/Reception Information

- Wedding/Reception/Vow Renewal reservations can be made up to 11 months in advance in person at the Ranger Station, or by contacting Teresa Foster (Teresa.l.foster@dep.state.fl.us) at 305-919-1844 Monday – Friday, 8AM – 3PM only. Reservations cannot be made the day of or on weekends.

- Wedding/Vow Renewal/Reception fee is $321.00, including Pavilion Rental. A clean-up deposit ($250.00 for the White Ibis and $200.00 for all other pavilions) will be required. **All clean-up deposits must be in the form of a check.** Park entrance fees are not included.

- Beach Wedding fee is $535.00, not including Pavilion Rental, or $642.00, including Pavilion Rental. A clean-up deposit ($250.00 for the White Ibis and $200.00 for all other pavilions) will be required. **All clean-up deposits must be in the form of a check.** Park entrance fees are not included.

- Park Entrance fees are: 1 Person in vehicle - $4.00, 2 – 8 people in vehicle - $6.00.

- Beach Wedding reservations are for 2 hours maximum.

- If having a wedding rehearsal, park entrance fees still apply.

- Wedding/rehearsal/receptions/vow renewal must be concluded one (1) hour prior to the park closing.

- Payment is due at the time of reservation, if made in person. Reservations made over the phone or through e-mail will require payment to be made within 10 working days. **Reservation is not confirmed until payment has been received. If payment is not received it will automatically be cancelled.**

- If sending payment by mail, please be sure your name, address, phone number and drivers’ license are printed on the front of the check. Make check payable to Department of Environmental Protection.

- If a cancellation is required, a 10-day notice must be received for a refund. Please return your ORIGINAL receipt and allow up to 4-6 weeks for refund processing if you paid by check or cash.

- Helium balloons, confetti, rice, dropping of real/artificial flowers and/or the release of live birds and or butterflies are not permitted. Bubbles can be used as an alternative.

- Set and clean up (i.e.: rentals, decorations and awnings) are the responsibility of the wedding/reception/vow renewal party.

- Blocking any walkways or access areas is not permitted. Park visitors have access to all areas.

- If parking capacity is reached in the park, vehicles will not be admitted or re-admitted until parking is available again. Please plan to arrive early.

- Park is not responsible for wedding planning and/or arrangements.

- Alcoholic beverages, fireworks and metal detectors are not permitted.

- Remember this is an outdoor facility with steep, rough terrain and uneven walkways.

- Person making reservation is responsible for adherence to park rules. Please inform your guests before they arrive at the park.

- Special arrangements must be made in advanced and authorized by park management prior to the wedding date.

*Information is subject to change*